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Bruno Dumont’s “Jeannette,” a musical about Joan of Arc’s youth, is a visionary embodiment of
continuity—a fusion of spiritual exaltation, physical fury, de!ance of authority, and political
revolt.
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udging from the best work I’ve seen in this year’s edition of Rendez-Vous
with French Cinema , at the Film Society of Lincoln Center, which runs
through March 18th, the youthfulness in current French movies is being
provided largely by !lmmakers far advanced in their careers. The work of the
!fty-nine-year-old Bruno Dumont—who radically changed his directorial
world with the three-hour-plus, made-for-TV !lm “ Li’l Quinquin ,” from
2014—is still on its meteoric arc of joyful wisdom, as seen in “Jeannette: The
Childhood of Joan of Arc,” his ecstatic, rock- and dance-musical rendition of
the Catholic saint’s youth. (It screens tonight and on March 13th.) It’s a
straightforward historical dramatization, based on writings by Charles Péguy
Rendez-Vous
(1873-1914), of the !fteenth-century peasant girl who was possessed
by a
with
French Cinema
!erce
Christian
devotion and a bitter spirit of resistance to the English armies
occupying France.

J

The movie is !lmed in the raw and wild countryside, where the child
shepherdess Jeannette (played as an eight-year-old byLi’l
Lise
Leplat
Quinquin
Prudhomme) sings of her country’s miseries into the swooping, soaring
camera. Her !rst verses resemble medieval plainchant, but, soon, when she
meets her friend Hauviette (Lucile Gauthier), the music—by the metal
eclecticist Igorrr—gets an oﬀscreen accompaniment of drums and electric
guitar. They sing with a passionate abandon, and dance (to choreography by
Philippe Decou#é) in ordinary, giddily banal gestures that are elevated to
expressive grandeur without losing their simplicity. The eﬀect is moving; it’s
also very funny, but in a way that sparks not laughter but open-mouthed
astonishment. Jeannette’s visionary heroism is both clear-minded and absurd;
in the extravagant possession of a child playing, completely earnestly, with the
forces of history, Dumont catches the celestial comedy of disproportion—and
realizes that comedy with an apt sense of wonder and awe.
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As she pursues the implications of her mystical visions, Jeannette summons a
neighbor, Gervaise—who has earned the community’s ire and derision by
entering a convent and taking her vows—to whom she can confess her
extreme religious ideas and test their political consequences. Gervaise shows
up as one person embodied in the form of two people, played by the twins
Aline and Elise Charles. Their mighty, nearly twenty-minute scene with
Jeannette, an elaborate and intricate religious disputation—which has the
precisely modulated dialectical drama of an Éric Rohmer !lm—is a full
philosophy, complete with a parsing of the Passion and accusations of
blasphemy. It features the two-in-one nun performing deft, sinuously
overlapping and intertwining steps and gestures that build to a full-throated,
heavy-metal crescendo; the twins toss oﬀ their wimples, and join Jeannette in
a synchronized head-thrashing so furious that it may leave viewers worrying
about concussion protocols.
After Jeannette is visited by a trio of saints—they arrive digitally levitated,
wearing shimmery, parti-colored cloaks, and summon Jeannette to lead a
mission to the Dauphin and to break the English siege of Orléans—the
action leaps three years ahead. There, a teen-age Jeannette (played by Jeanne
Voisin), now insisting that she be called “Jeanne” ( Joan), summons her uncle
Durand Lassois (Nicolas Leclaire)—who performs his dialogue in rap-like
rhythms, with hip-hop moves to match—to help her in the elaborate ruse by
which she’ll leave her family and reach Orléans, the sti#ed center of French
power. It’s with the teen-age Joan that an element of tragedy arises—the pain
of family love betrayed, of bonds broken, of sacri!ce for the nation in the
name of God, of the detachment from earthly comforts. Joan’s schemes of
holy deceit have a sombre tone but an unwavering passion, and lead to #eeting
but unmistakably iconic moments of the girl warrior on horseback, facing her
mission with an exaltedly contained and inward certainty.
For all of its elements of anachronistic comedy and naïve expressivity—its
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schoolyard repertoire of cartwheels and crab-walks, of splits and doll-like
angularities—there’s nothing Monty Python-esque or parodistic about
Dumont’s “Jeannette.” (Dumont is about to begin work on a sequel, “Jeanne.”)
It’s not a translation of a medieval vision into modern terms but a visionary
embodiment of continuity—a fusion of spiritual exaltation, physical fury,
de!ance of authority, and political revolt that is as much an element of
energetic, creative, and history-making youth now as it ever was.
For all “Before Summer Ends” ’ spontaneous energy and inventiveness, the director Maryam
Goormaghtigh displays a poised, attentive cinematographic imagination.
Photograph Courtesy Maryam Goormaghtigh

umont’s vision of youth also serves as a two-hour reproach to most of
the current-day French cinema; a system of centralized and highly
selective French !lm schools, followed by competition for oﬃcial subsidies,
has turned many young French !lmmakers into participants in an existing
system. One young !lmmaker who has managed to create her own system,
nevertheless, is the Swiss director Maryam Goormaghtigh, who has made a
!lm of extraordinary originality, “Before Summer Ends,” with just a few
thousand dollars, one assistant, her own camera, and a car. (It screens on
March 17th.) In a café in Paris, Goormaghtigh had met three thirty-ish
Iranian men, named Arash, Ashkan, and Hossein; she found them fascinating,
and recruited them to play themselves, or, rather, versions of themselves, in a
road movie. There’s an element of personal connection at the center of
“Before Summer Ends”; Goormaghtigh’s mother is Iranian, and, though the
!lmmaker had never visited Iran before conceiving the !lm, it looms large in
the !lm’s cultural and geographical imagination—the virtual presence of a
distant country in the country at hand. (She did visit Iran later, and included
images from her trip into the !lm.)

D

There are also sharp political dimensions built into both the imaginative and
the practical aspects of the story, prompted by the decision by Arash, a socially
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awkward and lonely student in Paris, to return home to Iran. He takes his two
friends up on their suggestion that, before he leaves, the three should go on a
week-long road trip through France. Each character’s distinct temperament
emerges over the course of their collective jaunt toward the Mediterranean:
Hossein is a sort of bohemian, cultured and ironic—and married. Ashkan,
who works in photography, is taciturn, intensely earnest, and intensely lonely.
Arash, too, is lonely, and complains that he never succeeded in making friends
in Paris, at least not French friends. Thrown in among a community of fellowémigrés from Iran, he hasn’t developed roots in France. And that, in large
measure, is why he’s returning home.
During their trip, the three friends engage in wide-ranging and intimate
discussions about their lives in both countries, delivering sharp insights
regarding the selves that the freer political conditions in France allow them to
develop, balanced against the emotional comforts of their families and the
traditions back home. Their dreams are inhabited by myriad entities: Iran and
Iranian culture (which Goormaghtigh uses her travel footage to evoke), Hafez
and the Quran, landscapes and food, and an ambient yet relentless sense of
fear, of a supervening authority harboring vague threats. The concrete source
of some of those threats emerges over the course of the trip. Unlike his two
friends, who are slender, Arash is very fat, and, midway through the !lm, he
delivers an anecdote of enormous resonance explaining how he got that way.
One of the ongoing subjects of discussion is the two-year obligation of
military service that’s imposed on all Iranian men, and also the psychological
disturbances and practical frustrations that it entails. Arash explains that, as a
teen-ager, he deliberately ate himself into obesity, in order to become
ineligible for service. Now, returning home, in his early thirties, he expects
that he’ll be granted the same exemption.
The men meet people along the way, most notably two women, Charlotte and
Michèle, musicians, seemingly in their twenties, who join them in their travels,
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and who arouse Ashkan’s sti#ed romantic dreams. (One of the signal
moments of political and sentimental comedy arises when the men show the
women the various ways that Iranian women wear their mandatory head
scarves.) As the trip winds to its conclusion, a thunderbolt of political and
personal import strikes, pushing the movie to a dramatic crisis. Yet, for all its
spontaneous energy and spur-of-the-moment inventiveness, Goormaghtigh
displays a poised, attentive cinematographic imagination. Her widescreen
images, !lling the frame with landscapes and posing the three men in them
with an understated choreographic incisiveness, have a tender, generous, and
curious embrace; she conjures an emotional grandeur to match the !lm’s
geographical span.
In “Waiting for the Barbarians,” Eugène Green, !lming with a puckish directness, refracts
present-day passions through a frame of classical reclamation and !rsthand artistic rediscovery.
Photograph Courtesy Eugene Greene

ugène Green is an American in France—or, rather, as one of the
characters in his new !lm, “Waiting for the Barbarians,” says, “a United
States-ian.” And, for that matter, the United States-ians are among the
barbarians who are being fearfully awaited, in the course of Green’s archly
theatrical, exquisitely confected, historically informed comedic drama. (It
screens on March 13th and 16th.) It begins with a break in the wall—a brief
documentary prologue about a theatre group in Toulouse that Green works
with that provided both the performers and the context for the making of the
movie. Green, who moved to France in 1968, has worked on the rediscovery
of the performance practices of Baroque theatre, and he incorporates those
practices into his current-day movies: the diction of his actors is intentionally
archaic, and he often (as here) includes plays within the !lm that display the
theatrical method in full practice.

E

In “Waiting for the Barbarians,” six travellers arrive at a sumptuous villa.
They’re named only by epithets: there are four men—the Poet, the Homeless
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Man, the Hipster, and the Non-Hipster—and two women—the Hipsterelle
and the Paintress. The villa belongs to a married couple of magi, and is also
inhabited by the ghost of their late, twenty-year-old daughter. The travellers
are, as the title suggests, #eeing the anticipated arrival of barbarians (one says
they’re Visigoths; another says they’re Huns; a third says they’re, yes, United
States-ians). The magi seek to save the travellers from the barbarians by
revealing the travellers—and their fears and capabilities—to themselves. First,
the group is thrust into the dark, and, illuminated only by spotlights, pressed
into dialogues of an exquisite theatrical richness, with formal argumentation
and classical speech punctuated by odd turns of current-day argot. (Also, the
Non-Hipster turns out to be something like a surrogate for France’s current
President, Emmanuel Macron, and his dialogue with the Homeless Man
provides him with some trenchant political lessons.)
Ultimately, the magi (catching conscience with a play, in a “Hamlet”-like
twist) bring the travellers from the darkness to the light—both literally and
symbolically—by staging for them, in a courtyard of the villa, scenes from a
twelfth-century romance called “Jaufré,” a story of resistance against a
bloodthirsty tyrant. (François Lebas, who plays the tyrant, delivers a
memorably stylized performance of deep-reaching theatrical resonance.)
Green, !lming with a puckish directness, including frequent face-to-face
confrontations aimed straight at the camera, refracts present-day passions
through a frame of classical reclamation and !rsthand artistic rediscovery. It
results in a fusion of magic and reason, analysis and wonder, that could also
serve as a formula for the value of scholarly learning—and of the value of an
audaciously free deployment of it. Much of the French cinema is infused with
a lively cinematic scholarship; it’s the audacity that’s all too often missing.
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